SECTION 1. Ball State University Board of Trustees is hereby empowered to erect, construct, equip, furnish, operate, and control, as a division of Ball State University, a college of architecture and planning to be known as the “Ball State College of Architecture and Planning . . .”
There are three vital reasons why imaginative architectural design takes shape when Belden Brick is used: Belden provides MORE distinctive colors. MORE exclusive textures. MORE adaptable sizes. Over 200 variations of brick to free the imagination of the creative architect, from sand mold colonial brick through earthy browns to mechanically perfect pearl grays.

Your nearest Belden Dealer will gladly show you the facts in the form of samples and our new 4 color brochure, or write us at P. O. Box 910, Canton, Ohio 44701.
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The Cover:

The succinct 42-word statement reproduced on this issue’s cover represented, in 1965, the culmination of hours of preparation on the part of hundreds of dedicated persons—architects, educators, legislators and the public—who sought to have established in Indiana a state-supported architectural education program.

To paraphrase a famous writer’s profound statement, however, what has passed is but a prelude to the present and the future. Elsewhere in this issue you will find a dramatic panorama of all that has transpired since the Ball State University College of Architecture and Planning enabling legislation was passed. We devote this entire issue as a salute to the College on the occasion of the dedication of its award-winning building December 2, 1972, and use this medium to express, once again, sincere appreciation to all who had any part in the creation of this fine educational program. We express particular thanks to Dean Charles Sappenfield and his faculty and students whose creativity and dedication are evident in the poster which is contained herein. We urge its display.
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We're working toward the day when clean-burning natural gas will be plentiful.

But while we're working, you could be saving. For example, in some industrial direct-heating applications, modern gas-fired infrared equipment has saved gas dramatically.

Other ways include: Improved insulation, recycling exhaust systems, submerged combustion, continuous-fire kilns, modular boilers, industrial preheating, and oxygen-enriched gas-fired systems.

If you are building or modernizing, why not give us a call? Our engineers can show you many ways to go easy on the gas.
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Ball State Dedicates New Architectural Education Facility

Saturday, 2 December 1972, will become and remain a memorable day in the Ball State University College of Architecture and Planning's (CAP) march of progress since it will mark the formal dedication of its new educational facility. Particularly noteworthy is the fact that CAP's new home is the only university building in Indiana (at least in recent memory) whose architect was chosen by a state-wide competition. As reported in our previous Awards Issue, Melvin Birkey and Associates, South Bend, was the winning designer and also received a Merit Award in the Society's recent excellence in Architecture awards program.

The schedule of events for Dedication Day includes, in addition to the Dedicatory Convocation at 11:00 a.m., the following:

- The premiere of MUNCIE—MICROCOSM OF AMERICA, a multimedia performance on thirty projection devices with quadrophonic sound. The National Endowment for the Arts granted funds for this effort of a city to take a positive look at itself;
- POLYARK LONDON LAB, a multimedia presentation by sixteen students on their work last spring in England;
- INDIANA, LANDSCAPE OF MAN and INDIANA COUNTY COURTHOUSES OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, exhibitions accomplished with grants from the Indiana State Arts Commission;
- LET'S HAVE INSIDE-OUT SCHOOLS!, a design feasibility study sponsored by Educational Facilities Laboratories;
- WHITE RIVER STUDY, a student research proposal sponsored by the America the Beautiful Foundation;
- Tours, student exhibitions, and the opportunity to look and meet and talk all day long.

With understandable pride, Dean Soppenfield urges all I.S.A. members to attend the entire day's festivities. Of particular interest will be the presentation of "Muncie — Microcosm of America."

The originator/director of "MUNCIE" is John Kurtich—Architect, Cinematographer, Urban Designer. Mr. Kurtich is on the faculty of the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, Department of Environmental Design. He has also been part of the Samothrace expedition sponsored by the American School of Classical Studies, Athens.

Assisting John Kurtich with the show are eight students from the College: David M. Black, John I. Byers, Sherman R. Bynum, James D. Campbell, James M. Dierdorf, Mark A. Peters, John F. Reynolds, and Richard W. Wismer.

"MUNCIE" is a pilot project which will demonstrate how a typical American community could see itself with fresh eyes. The combined-media techniques will present a varied, multi-leveled portrait of an American town—past, present, and future. The presentation will serve as a model which other cities could use to look at their own attributes and amenities. The historical/geographical picture of Muncie intends to reinforce positive aspects of the environment which normally remain hidden or forgotten.

The Indiana Society of Architects is pleased to have assisted in whatever ways were possible the establishment of the college at Ball State University and pledges its unswerving support toward its continued development and enrichment.
There's more to this than meets the eye.

Most problems combine some obvious elements with some almost "hidden" elements. Both must be considered in providing the best solution to your client's problems.

Sometimes even the most creative mind gets entangled in the web of the obvious. That's when our Architect and Engineer Liaison representative can be of assistance. He'll be happy to provide you some stimulating electric ideas to open up new perspectives on your client's problems.

Maybe there's more to your problem than meets the eye. We'd like to help. Call us today. Phone Architects and Engineers Liaison, 635-6868, Ext. 2-264.
The complexity of modern-day air handling systems, the needed skills of fabrication and techniques of installation plus a tremendous increase in the overall capacity of even an average system, have resulted in a corresponding increase in the responsibilities of the Air Handling Contractors. Only through a separate, detailed air handling specification can these new responsibilities be defined. As a consequence, there has been an ever increasing acceptance, by architects and engineers, of separate specifications and separate bids for air handling systems.

The above is a reproduction of the second edition of the Air Handling Specification, which is now available to architects and engineers throughout Indiana. The first edition received a top CSI award and the second edition updates all information as an aid to specification writers. A major improvement: the second edition now conforms to the CSI format for construction specifications and is appropriately arranged for complete coverage of work that should be contracted by the sheet metal-air handling contractor under CSI Division 15, (entitled Mechanical) subdivision Air Distribution.

John Murphy (Fort Wayne) 219-432-0080
Ralph Potesta (Hammond) 219-838-5480
Bill Finney (Indianapolis) 317-546-4055
Don Golichowski (South Bend) 219-289-7380

Indiana Sheet Metal Council Box 55533, Indianapolis, Indiana 46205
We Have a Policy Against This...

and This...

and This

If we know about your needs, we can save you a lot of time and frustration.

Our policy is, if you need up to date product information or specifications—we probably have it—or we'll get it for you.

Try 636-2301 the next time.
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Hinds is one of 40 A.I.A.-Ford scholars

Eggink becomes Fulbright Scholar to Finland

First graduating class

Albright, Secretary

E. F. L. consultants Armstrong, Tenlof, and Graves with Prof. Rosenman

E. F. L.-Ford consultants Nowlin, Ins and Prof. Mullins, L

Student design

London Lab field trip

Polyark-London Lab
OF ARCHITECTURE UNIVERSITY

GUEST LECTURERS
A. H. M. Haak
Whitney Gordon
Alfred Porteous
King Graf
John Hannaford
John L. Schmidt
Charles M. Sappenfield
Samuel V. Noe
Eugene Feldman
Peter Sugar
Klaus Dunker
George M. Stephens, Jr.
Edward Dart
Robert A. Peterson
Robert Propst
Henry L. Kamphoefner
Christopher Arnold
Jacques Blumer
Elliot Brenner
Evans Woollen III

make proposal to Mitchell's Committee: Fitch, Murphy, Burton, Eggink, Isaacs,
Visiting Critics Bollmann, Duran and Oswald

Barry Smith receives Muncie Federal Travel Fellowship

Recording lectures

Dean Sappenfield, Birkey, Hamilton and Mullins break ground

Dye, Osborne, Librarian Secretary

Pollak Faculty Lecture Sixteenth-Century Engineering, Industry, Transportation, Technology

Montgomery, Photographer

Opening of "Indiana Courthouses of the 19th Century" at the Octagon: Urbahn, Pruis, Slayton, and Prof. Hermansen
Inside-out Schools

E. F. L. Consultants; Graves, Armstrong, Tenlof, Arms, Dean Dunworth, Friedburg, and Nowlin

Thesis design

New Building occupied March—1972

Phil Wisley wins Attingham Scholarship

New Building opens for spring quarter

Indiana Concrete Masonry Competition winning design by Lloyd Trump
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Dodge "Scanscope"; Boyd, Eaton, Naab, and Prof. Costello
Premiere of "Hellas" by John Kurtich
Landscape Architecture
Community Environmental Workshop
Eugen Prokop
"Mini Concert"

GUEST LECTURERS
Paul Friedberg
Peter Lizon
Gunnar Birkerts
Jordan Gruben
Barclay Jones
Walter Sachs
Stan Ries
Gary Robinette
Edmund Bacon
Felix Candela
William Caudill
Ulrich Franzen
Robert Royston
Buckminster Fuller

Let's Have Inside-Out Schools!
New Life for Old Schools
Feasibility Study
First CAP

Faculty Lecturer Dan Young with students
"A Proposal for the Recovery of a River"

Guest Lecturer R. Buckminster Fuller

Accreditation Team:
Amundson, Uhlir, Brody, and...
CTURE & PLAN

MUNCIE

Hermansen Lackney

Pollak

Charles M. Sappenfield
named Dean of the College

Professional Advisory team
with Dean Kamphoefner

66 67
ANNING
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representing A.I.A., A.C.S.A., N.C.A.R.B.,
Burchardt: Scholer, Chatelain, Little,
Hiltscher, Russell, Bogner, and Burkhardt.
Sander Wyman Young

Indianapolis Inner City Study

Visiting Critics Skaarup and Netsch

First year students

Guest Lecturer Louis I. Kahn

directs for the Master'

TOTAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO STUDENTS $516,811.

John Amundson Accreditation Team Chairman
Indiana-California Academic Building Systems Conference

First year design lab

Brochure
Indianapolis Market Study; Neuenschwander, Meeker, Prof. Costello, and Perry

Jerry Klaehn receives A.I.A. Book Award
Tom Parker receives Alpha Chi Rho Medal

Thesis design
Building Systems Study; Tilbury, Rudisel, Pastorino, and Prof. Taylor
Guest Lecturer Richard Saul Wurman and Exhibition

Landscape Architecture Field Trip

Prof. Lantzius, Guest Lecturer Malcolm Hough and Anderson

Guest Lecturer S.P.R. Charter and Students

Harry Eggink receives Portland Cement Association award; Eggink and Prof. Rosenman with P.C.A. representatives

Scott Wallace, Project "Place" Portland Cement Honor Award
Whitely Youth Center Project; Brewster, Rowe, and Instructor Mullins.

"The Rebirth of a River - A Community Awareness" grant; Prof. Young (advisor) Little and Stutler

Tom Walgamuth wins Lloyd Warren Fellowship

Roger Brady and three others win A.I.A. Summer Study Scholarship to A.I.A. Headquarters in Washington
Lecturer Leslie Laskey

College Open House—student exhibit

John Emens retires as Ball State President

Prof. Lackney with Eric Anderson

Design Competition Jury with Dean Sappenfield: Hanson, Amisano, Sappenfield, Graves, and Qualls

Mel Birkey

Librarian Schwab

Redevelopment Ross, Glenn, Prof. Costello, Gary representatives

Guest Lecturer Grady Clay

Jack Pecsok and student employee Nelson Nave
Fogerty, Prof. Lantzius, and Nicholas
Guest Lecturer Duncan R. Stuart
Bob Glenn and Mayor Cooley at H.U.D. Design Awards Exhibit

Eric Anderson receives National Endowment for the Arts Travel Grant.
Guest Lecturer Reginald Isaacs with students
Ketchum Taylor Volpe

Johnson McGinty Davern
Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture and Student A.I.A. Regional Conference

General Electric Flynn and Hunton
Prof. Collins and Prof. Kuhner produce exhibit "Indiana the Landscape of Man"

Field trip to Columbus

Woodfin Sueberkrop

Richards Helphand

Fourth year design

Designed by Richards, Sappenfield and Wyman
John J. Pruis becomes Ball State President

Finalist Fleck, Burkart and Shropshire, Robert A. Fisher, Designer

Finalist Schenkel, Schultz and Huddle Inc. Philip L. Hodge, Project Architect and Designer

Melvin D. Birkey and Associates.

Finalist Keene-Macrea Associates and Richard Paul Miller, Donald E. Sporleder, Design Consultant

Finalist Kellam and Foley and Ireland. George Jamison, Project Architect.

John Fleck and student employee Steve Willis

Architectural Design

Visiting Critic Kjaer with students
GUEST LECTURERS
Ezra Ehrenkrantz
Don Sporleder
Ken Groggs
William Demiene
C. Northcot
Patrick Horsburgh
David Niland
William Johnson
Duncan R. Stuart
Ian McHarg
Terrence Minor
Richard Saul Wurman
John Hannaford
Dwight W. Hoover
G. E. Kidder Smith
Richard Laing
Mario Salvadori
C. W. Brubaker

GUEST LECTURERS
Collins
Petrell
Neal B. Mitchell
Philip Hodgkinson

Students on European Architectural Tour

Prof. Rosenman receives McClintock Award

Mullins, Baker and Foger present: A River Study at the Courth

Kitchen Design Award Winner

Johnson with G.E. representative
DEDICATION OF NEW BUILDING & PREMIERE OF "MUNCIE..... A MICRO COSM OF AMERICA"

GUEST LECTURERS
Arthur Erickson
Jerome Sincoff
Charles W. Harris
Albert Fein
Konrad Wachsmann
Edward T. Hall
Victor A. Lundy
Marvin Eli Rosenman and
John Kurtich
and Students of the College
William J. Geddis
Samuel M. Brady
Balthazar Korab
George Collins
Jack E. Boucher
Walter Netsch

Picadilly as a laboratory
Morrison and Prof. Costello
"Outstanding Young Professor Award"
Van Zyl
Critics Woolf
Visitor
Building Program

Students touring Westinghouse experimental train at Pittsburgh on the way from Montreal Expo

Terry Minor wins Muncie Federal Savings and Loan Travel Grant

Dave Hermansen Faculty Lecture "Indiana Courthouses"

Terry Minor wins Muncie Federal Savings and Loan Travel Grant

Dave Hermansen Faculty Lecture "Indiana Courthouses"
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Lantzius

Seager

Delaware County Courthouse

Guest Nicholas Negroponte at Computer Seminar

Indiana Bridge—U.S. Steel representatives present scholarship to Mark Mattox

Conference on Computer Applications in Architecture